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ABSTRACT  

 

Indonesia as the country with the largest Muslim population in the world is experiencing an increase demand of halal products. 

Muslim consumers believe in the importance of consuming halal food as an obligation for every Muslim. The awareness to 

consume halal products has a large market potential for producers to produce their halal products.  This research itself aims to 

apply TRA as popular theories due to relative simplicity and flexibility as well as effectiveness for variance in behavior in 

predicting consumer-buying interest for halal products and finding empirical evidence about the influence of attitude factors and 

subjective norms on consumer buying interest in halal products in East Java. For this purpose, a survey was conducted among 

consumers in big retail and shopping center. The results show that attitude and subjective norm have a positive effect on 

purchase intention as well as subjective norm. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The halal industry has experienced rapid development in recent years. Halal lifestyle that is synonymous with Muslims spread to 

various countries, even to countries with minority Muslim populations. Halal is a universal indicator for guaranteeing product 

quality and living standards. Halal is not only related to material things, but halal also includes actions and works or commonly 

referred to as muamalah. 

 

Halal can be defined as a quality standard that complies with Shariah Islamic law and is used in every activity carried out by 

Muslims. Muslims choose halal products and services as a form of observance of Islamic Shariah law. Although halal is closely 

related to Muslims, it does not mean consumers of halal products only come from Muslims. Consumers of halal products from 

countries with minority Muslim populations have experienced a significant increase in recent years. One of them is Russia, 

which ranks 9th as a halal food consumer in the world with an achievement of $ 37 billion in 2015 (State of the Global Islamic 

Economy, 2016/2017). The quality of halal products is a reason for non- Muslims to use halal products (Samori, Salleh, & 

Khalid, 2016) because there is a guarantee of cleanliness, safety, and product quality for the entire production chain (from farm 

to plate). 

At present, halal is not only purely a matter of religion, but also a matter of business and commerce. This halal awareness trend 

has a wide impact on reaching various industries. A product is said to be halal if based on its nature and how to obtain 

it. Analyzing halal has its own complexity, starting from the initial manufacturing process, the material used in manufacturing to 

the end of the product, after which it is only officially opened as a halal or haram product. From the food industry, tourism and 

travel, clothing and fashion, cosmetics, finance, pharmacy, media, education to fitness, sports and culture. 

Indonesia is one of the countries with the largest Muslim population in the world. This has caused an increase in demand for 

halal products in Indonesia. The awareness to consume halal products has a big market potential for producers to produce their 

halal products. Research from the Center for Halal Lifestyle and Consumer Studies (CHCS) states that 72.5% of Muslim 

consumers believe in the importance of consuming halal food. They believe in consuming halal products as part of their 

obligations as Muslims. 

The issue of halal and haram a product is a serious problem for the majority of Indonesian people who are Muslim, because it 

involves issues of faith and community trust. It is natural that in Indonesia cases of product error can cause strong and sensitive 

reactions to this predominantly Muslim country. Increasing public awareness will be important to consume and use halal 

products are increasingly making public selective in choosing the products that will be consumed, and this is a challenge that 

must be addressed by governments and businesses in Indonesia. This means that it is important for companies to be able to 

understand consumer demands and anticipate market changes. 

The existence of halal labeling on these products will make it easier for consumers to identify a product so that even without in-

depth knowledge of additional ingredients on the product that makes it possible to use illicit ingredients, people will feel safe 

when consuming a product that has been labeled halal. In addition, the existence of a halal label on a product can protect 

entrepreneurs from the demands of society in the future, and also can strengthen and enhance the product image. 
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Buying interest is a mental statement of consumers that reflects the purchase plan of a product with a particular 

brand. Purchasing interest in general is influenced by four factors within the buyer itself. These factors are cultural, social, 

personal and psychological factors. The opinion said that in the retail business, factors from within the buyer are important in the 

occurrence of purchases both individually and environmentally. This opinion is reinforced by a theory that prioritizes internal 

aspects of a behavior, namely the theory of TRA (Theory of Reasoned Action) discovered by Ajzen and Fishbein. 

According to Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) Theory of TRA (Theory of Reasoned Action) is a theory based on the assumption that 

humans are living things that think rationally and can use information received systematically. With this theory, it can be seen 

that humans will consider all their actions based on information received and thoughts obtained from the surrounding 

environment and their life experiences. Thoughts that are followed by humans are generally formed from two main factors, 

namely individual attitudes and the subjective norms that they adopt. 

Individual attitudes are formed from individual beliefs about attitudes adopted. The beliefs of attitudes of an individual are 

influenced by three factors namely personality, values, and emotional situations that are currently experienced (Ajzen, 

1991). Individuals will take an attitude when they see that attitude as a positive action and when they believe that there are other 

important things that are related so they think to do it. 

Subjective norms are formed from individual beliefs about the normative rules they have adopted so far. Normative beliefs are 

formed from four factors namely the level of education an individual has, the age or sex of the individual, ethnicity, and religion 

of the individual (Ajzen, 1980). Subjective norms can put pressure on the individual over whether or not a behavior is carried 

out. 

Special interest in buying an item or service will appear in an individual if there is a match for an item or service both in terms of 

the individual and the environment (Ajzen, 1980). Suitability in individuals can grow because of trends in the environment or 

encouragement in the form of individual consumer behavior. The trend that runs in an environment plays a role in giving 

encouragement to individuals towards buying interest because of the desire to have the same knowledge as the community so 

that they can have the same insight. Individual behavior contributes to the interest in purchasing in the form of lifestyle because 

it is a habit that is adhered to by individuals in everyday life.  

HALAL 

The word halal comes from Arabic that means to release and not be bound. Etymologically halal means things that are 

permissible and can be done because they are free or not bound by provisions that prohibit them. According to the LPPOM MUI 

(Indonesian Institute of Food, Drug and Cosmetic Research Council), what is meant by halal products is products that meet the 

halal requirements according to Islamic Sharia (www.wikipedia.org). The product halal requirements include: does not contain 

pork and ingredients derived from pig, does not contain prohibited ingredients such as; material derived from human organs, 

blood, and impurities. All material derived from animals slaughtered with Islamic law, all storage places for processing and 

transportation sales cannot be used for pigs; if it has ever been used for pigs or other non-halal goods, it must first be cleaned by 
the procedures governed by the Sharia. 

Halal Labeling 

Halal labeling is one of the important points in this research. Halal labeling is the inclusion of written or halal statements on the 
packaging or product to show that the product in question is a halal product (Rangkuti, 2010: 8). 

The halal label of a product can be included on a package if the product has received a halal certificate by BPPOM MUI. Halal 

certification and labeling provide legal certainty and protection for consumers, as well as increase the competitiveness of 

domestic products in order to increase national income. The three main objectives to be achieved are benefit consumers by 

providing protection and legal certainty, benefit producers with increased competitiveness and production turnover in sales, 

benefit the government by getting additional revenue from the state treasury. 

There are three indicators of halal labeling according to Mahwiyah (2010: 48), namely knowledge, trust, and evaluation of halal 

labeling. The following is the meaning of each of the above indicators based on KBBI (Big Indonesian Dictionary) 
and Wikipedia: 

1.    Knowledge is information or information that is known or realized by someone. Knowledge is information that has 
been combined with understanding and potential for action; which then sticks in someone's mind. 

2.    Trust is a psychological state when someone considers a premise is true. Or it can also mean the assumption or belief 
that something that is believed to be true or real. 

3.    Evaluation of halal labeling, is the process, method, act of evaluating; giving value given to halal labeling. 
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THEORY OF REASONED ACTION (TRA) 

The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) model is used to study human behavior. Research in social psychologists shows that a 

person's behavioral intention toward a particular behavior is a determining factor whether or not the individual does the behavior 

(Ajzen and Fishbein, 1975). TRA explains that beliefs can influence attitudes and social norms that will change the shape of the 

desire to behave either guided or just happen in an individual behavior. This theory emphasizes the role of one's "intention" in 

determining whether a behavior will occur. TRA has two main constructs of intention: (1) attitude toward behavior (attitude 
toward behavior) and (2) Subjective norm associated with the behavior. 

The attitude toward behavior is someone will think about their decision and the possible outcome of the action taken before 

making a decision to engage or not engage in the behavior. This theory shows that a person's desire to behave or not in an action 

is based on that person's beliefs and evaluation of the results that result from his behavior. So, someone who has confidence that 
the results obtained are positive, it will appear positive about the behavior, and vice versa. 

Subjective norm is social pressure that urges a person or decision maker to show a behavior. Subjective norm is an individual's 

perception of what other people think of the behavior that he does in a question. So it's very normal that sometimes 

people will consult with others before they make a decision. TRA is a good general intention research model that can be applied 
in predicting and explaining behavior. 

PURCHASE INTENTION 
 

Buying interest is part of the behavioral component in the consuming attitude. According to Kinnear and Taylor, buying interest 

is part of the consumer behavior component in every consumption, the tendency of respondents to act before a buying decision is 

actually made. There is a difference between actual buying and buying interest. If the actual purchase is a purchase that really 

made by the consumer, then the buying interest is the intention to make a purchase in the future will come 

 

Interest in buying according to Setiawan and Ihwan (2004) there are several meanings, namely: buying interest refers to 

individuals who have the willingness to buy, it can also be used as a benchmark for someone's desire to buy and it is also related 

to buying behavior that is carried out continuously by someone. 

 

Consumer purchasing behavior begins and is influenced by a lot of stimuli from surrounding him; these stimuli can be in the 

form of marketing stimuli or stimuli from environment. After obtaining a stimulus will then be processed in a person in 

accordance with his characteristics himself, after that a purchase decision will be taken. Therefore every consumer will 

experience the process of being attracted to a product or service before a purchasing decision is made. According to Ferdinand 

(2006), buying interest is identified through the following indicators: first is transactional interest, namely a person's tendency to 

buy products. Second is referential interest, namely a person's tendency to refer products to other people. Third is preferential 

interest, namely interest that describes the behavior of someone who has a primary preference on the product. This preference 

can only be replaced if something happens with the product of his preference. The last is explorative interest; this interest 

illustrates the behavior of someone who is always looking for information about the product he is interested in and looking for 

information to support the positive qualities of the product. 

 

METHOD 

Research methodology is a scientific method used to obtain objective, valid and reliable data with the aim that it can be found, 

proven and developed in knowledge so that it can be used to understand, solve and anticipate problems in a particular field. The 

research method used in this study is a quantitative method. Quantitative research is a research methodology that aims to qualify 

data, which is applied in certain statistical analyzes (Maholtra, 2004). Quantitative methods are based on reality which is seen as 

something concrete, can be observed with the five senses, can be categorized according to type, form, and behavior, do not 

change, can be measured and verified.  

Based on its purpose, this research is an explanatory research that explains the relationship between two variables where one 

variable influences the other variables (Cooper and Schindler, 2008). The result will be known how much the contribution of the 

independent variable to the dependent variable. This is maximized in order to be able to explain cause-effect relationships based 

on existing facts and their nature. 

 

The objects of research used in this study are retail visitors in East Java. To complete this research, it needs to be supported with 

complete data. The type of data used in this study includes primary data and secondary data.  Data collection in this study was 

carried out by observation and literature. In this study, the data collection instrument used was a questionnaire. Questionnaires 

were distributed to respondents in accordance with the specified sample characteristics. 

  

DATA ANALYSIS 

 

Descriptive Statistical Analysis is done by providing a description or description of the characteristics of the respondents and 

arranging a frequency distribution using data and questionnaires or research questionnaires that have been given to the 
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respondent so that the frequency, percentage, and average score of the respondent's answers are obtained for each variable item 

that describes response or respondent's response to each statement item given to each variable 

 

Inferential Statistics is a statistical technique used to analyze sample data and the results are applied to the population 

(Sugiyono , 2015 ). The inferential statistical analysis used in this study is Partial Least Square (PLS), the reason for using PLS 

in this study is the approach to estimate latent variables which are considered as a linear combination of indicators that will 

avoid indeterminacy problems and provide definite definitions of the component score ( Solimun, 2008) 

 

PLS is a Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) equation model where covariant-based SEM generally tests causality / theory, 

while PLS is more predictive. PLS is a powerful analysis method (does not require a lot of assumptions, does not use the 

normality test because it uses bootstrap resampling , and the sample size does not have to be large). Besides being able to be 

used to confirm theories, PLS can also be used to explain the presence or absence of relationships between latent variables. PLS 

can simultaneously analyze constructs that are formed with reflective and formative indicators. 

 

According to Ghozali (2006), the purpose of PLS is to assist researchers in predictive goals. The formal model defines latent 

variables as linear aggregates of the indicators. Weight estimates for creating the component score of latent variables are obtained 

based on how the inner model (the structural model that links between latent variables) and the outer model (the measurement 

model, i.e. the relationship between indicators and constructs) is specified. The result is the residual variance of the dependent 

variable. 

 

Structural Model or Inner Model 
 

Inner models (inner relations, structural models, and substantive theory) describe the relationship between latent variables based 

on substantive theory. The structural model is evaluated using R-square for the dependent construct, Stone-Geisser Q-square 

test for predictive relevance and t test as well as the significance of the structural path coefficient parameters. In assessing a 

model with PLS, it starts by looking at the R-square for each latent dependent variable. The interpretation is the same as the 

interpretation in the regression. Changes in R-square value scan be used to assess the effect of certain independent latent 

variables on the dependent latent variable whether it has a substantive effect (Ghozali, 2006). Besides looking at the R-square 

value, the PLS model is also evaluated by looking at the predictive Q-square relevance for the constructive model. Q-

square measures how well the observational values produced by the model and also the estimated parameters. 

  

 Measurement Model or Outer Model 

 

Convergent validity of the measurement model with the reflective indicator model is assessed based on the correlation 

between item score / component score and construct score calculated by PLS. Reflective size is said to be high if it correlates 

more than 0.70 with the construct that is to be measured. However, for the initial stage of research the development of a 

measurement scale of loading values 0.50 to 0.60 is considered sufficient (Ghozali, 2006). Discriminant validity of the 

measurement model with reflective indicators is assessed based on cross loading measurements with constructs. If the 

correlation constructs with items the measurement is bigger than the size of the other constructs, it will show that the latent 

construct predicts a size on a block that is better than the other block size. 

 

Another method for assessing discriminant validity is to compare the square root value of Average Variance Extracted (AVE) 

of each construct with the correlation between other constructs in the model. If the AVE root value of each construct is greater 

than the correlation value between constructs and other constructs in the model, then it is said to have a good discriminant 

validity value. This measurement can be used to measure the reliability of latent variable component scores and the results are 

more conservative compared to composite reliability. Ghozali (2006), recommends that the AVE value must be greater than 

0.05. Composite reliability that measures a construct can be evaluated with two kinds of measures, namely internal 

consistency and Cronbach's Alpha (Ghozali, 2006). 

  

RESEARCH CONCEPT FRAMEWORK 
 

In this study, attitude can be seen as a direct influence on choosing halal products, therefore our first hypothesis is: 

 

H1. The attitude will be positively related to the intention to choose halal products 

Around expectations regarding the community in the consumer environment can also be seen as an important factor that 

can influence consumer attitudes towards halal products. Therefore, our second hypothesis is: 

H2. Subjective norms will affect the attitude of one's intention to choose 

halal product 

In this connection, our third hypothesis regarding the direct influence of subjective norms on the intention to choose halal 

products can be described as: 

H3. Subjective norms will be positively related to the intention to choose halal products 
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Image Research Framework 

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

RESULTS 
The results of the analysis of the characteristics of respondents can be shown in the table below 

  

Table 1: Characteristics of Respondents 

Characteristics of 

Respondents 

Amount Percentage 

Gender   

 Boy 77 34% 

 Girl 147 66% 

    

Age of Respondents   

 <20 years old 7 3% 

 21-30 years 37 17% 

 31-40 years old 57 25% 

 41-50 years old 63 28% 

 > 50 years old 60 27% 

    

Profession   

 Student / Student 11 5% 

 Civil servants 27 12% 

 Private employees 67 30% 

 Lecturer / Teacher 47 21% 

 Entrepreneur 40 18% 

 Others 32 14% 

  

Based on the table above it can be explained that based on the sex of the largest respondents in this study were women by 66%, 

while based on the age of respondents dominated by age between 31 years to more than 50 years, the respondent's work in this 

study was dominated by Private Employees and Lecturers /Teacher. 

  

Testing the Outer Model 
 

This research model will be analyzed using the Partial Least Square (PLS) method as an alternative method of Structural 

Equation Modeling (SEM) that can be done to overcome problems in the relationship between variables that are very complex 

even with small data sample sizes (30-100 samples) and have non-parametric assumptions, meaning that the data does not refer 

to one particular distribution (Yamin and Kurniawan, 2009). 

  

Convergent Validity 
 

Convergent Validity stated at the item reliability (indicator of validity). It can be seen in the loading factor value. Loading factor 

is a number that shows the correlation between the score of a question item with the indicator score of a variable that measures 

that variable. If a loading factor value greater than 0.7 is said to be valid. However, according to Hair et al. (1998) for the initial 

inspection of the loading factor matrix is approximately 0.3 considered to have met the minimum level, and for loading factors of 

approximately 0.4 is considered better, and for loading factors greater than 0.5 are generally considered significant. In this study 

the loading factor limit used was 0.7. After data processing the results of loading factors can be shown as in the table below. 
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Table 2: Loading Factor Value Table 

Variable Indicator Outer Loading 

Subjective Norms 

SN1 0.843 

SN2 0.906 

SN3 0.941 

Attitude 
AT1 0.821 

AT2 0.875 

Intention 

Int1 0.717 

Int2 0.960 

Int3 0.830 

  

From the results of data processing, it can be seen that the majority of indicators in each variable in this study have a loading 

factor value greater than 0.70. All are valid. 

 

Discriminant Validity 
 

The cross-loading value shows the magnitude of the correlation between each variable with its indicators and indicators 

of other block variables. A measurement model has good discriminant validity if the correlation between variables and indicators 

is higher than the correlation with indicators of other block variables.  The results of cross loading can be shown in the table 

below: 

 

  

Table 3: Cross Loading Results 

  Attitude Intention Subjective 

Norm 

AT1 0.821 0.288 0.286 

AT2 0.875 0.282 0.327 

Int1 0.240 0.717 0.392 

Int2 0.310 0.960 0.528 

Int3 0.293 0.830 0.448 

SN1 0.274 0.479 0.843 

SN2 0.306 0.508 0.906 

SN3 0.390 0.483 0.941 

  

The results of cross loading shows that the value of the correlation of variables with the indicator is greater than the value of the 

correlation with other variables. Thus, all latent variables have good discriminant validity, where the indicators 

on the indicator block are better than the indicators on other blocks. 

 

The next evaluation, namely by comparing the AVE root value with the correlation between variables. The recommended result 

is the root value of AVE must be higher than the correlation between variables (Yamin and Kurniawan, 2011). The model has 

better discriminant validity if the AVE square root for each variable is greater than the correlation between the two variables in 

the model. A good AVE value is required to have a value greater than 0.50. In this study, the value of AVE and AVE square root 

for each variable can be shown in the below table. 

  

Table 4:  AVE and Root Square AVE values 

Variable AVE Square Roots AVE 

Attitude 0.721 0.849 

Intention 0.708 0.841 

Subjective Norm 0.806 0.898 
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Based on above table all variables show the AVE value that is greater than 0.50, with the smallest value of 0.708 for the 

Intention variable and the largest 0.806 for the Subjective Norm variable. This value meets the requirements in accordance with 

the specified AVE minimum value of 0.50.  

 

After knowing the square root value of AVE for each variable, the next step is comparing the square root AVE with the 

correlation between variables in the model. The results of the correlation between variables with AVE square root values can be 

shown in the following table: 

 

 

Table 5: Correlation values between variables with AVE square values 

  
Attitude 

Buying 

Intention 
Subjective Norm 

Attitude 0.849     

Intention 0.336 0.841   

Subjective Norm 0.362 0.546 0.898 

  

Above table shows that the AVE square root value for each variable is greater than the correlation value so that the variables in 

this research model can still be said to have good discriminant validity. 

  

Composite Reliability 
 

In addition to the outer model measured by assessing convergent validity and discriminant validity can also be done by looking 

at the reliability of the variable or latent variable measured by the value of composite reliability. The variable is declared reliable 

if the composite reliability has a value >0.7, then the variable is declared reliable. The output result for composite reliability 

values can be shown in the table below: 

 

 

Table 6: Composite Reliability Value Table 

  Composite Reliability 

Attitude 0.837 

Intention 0.878 

Subjective Norm 0.925 

  

The table shows the value of composite reliability for all variables is above the value of 0.70. It means all variables have good 

reliability in accordance with the required drinking value limit. 

  

Inner Model Testing (Structural Model) 
 

After testing the outer model that has fulfilled, the next is testing the inner model (structural model). The inner model can be 

evaluated by looking at the r-square (indicator reliability) for the dependent construct and the t-statistic value from the path 

coefficient test. The higher the r-square value means the better the prediction model from the proposed research model. Path 

coefficients indicate the level of significance in hypothesis testing. 

  

Variant Analysis (R2) or Test of Determination 
 

Analysis of variant (R2) or determination test is to determine the influence of the independent variable on the dependent 

variables, the value of the coefficient of determination can be shown in the table below: 

  

 

Table 7:  R-square Value Table 

Variable R Square 

Attitude 0.131 

Intention 0.320 

  

Based on the r-square value above, It shows that subjective norm is able to explain the variability of the attitude variable by 

13.1%, and the remaining 86.9% is explained by other variables beyond those examined in this study. While attitude and 

subjective norm can explain the variability of intention variable by 32%, and the remaining 68% is explained by other variables 

beyond those examined in this study.  
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Hypothesis test 

 
 

Hypothesis testing is based on the results of the Inner Model test (structural model) that includes r-square output, parameter 

coefficients and t-statistics. To see whether a hypothesis can be accepted or rejected, including by considering the significance of 

the values between the constructs, t-statistics, and p-values. These values can be seen from the results of 

bootstrapping. Rules of   thumb used in this study is t-statistic > 1.96 with a significance level of p-value 0.05 (5%) and a 

positive beta coefficient. The value of testing this research hypothesis can be shown in Table 4.8 and for the results of this 

research model can be illustrated as shown in Figure 4.1: 

 
 

 Image of Research Model Results 
 

   

Table 8: Path Coefficient Results Table 

Hypothesis 
Original 

Sample (O) 

Sample 

Mean (M) 

Standard Deviation 

(STDEV) 

T Statistics (| O / 

STDEV |) 
P Values 

At -> Int .159 .164 0.062 2,574 0.010 

SN -> At .362 .357 0.060 6,001 0,000 

SN -> Int .488 .477 0.084 5,779 0,000 

  

The first hypothesis tests whether Attitude (At) positively influences Intention (Int). The test results show that there is a 

significant effect (P Values <0.05), so the first hypothesis is accepted. This proves that attitude has a positive influence on 

intention. 

 

The second hypothesis tests whether subjective norm (SN) positively influences Attitude (At). The test results show that there is 

a significant effect (P Values <0.05), so the second hypothesis is accepted. This proves that subjective norm has a positive 

influence on attitude. 

 

The third hypothesis tests whether subjective norm (SN) positively influences intention (Int). The test results show that there is a 

significant influence (P Values <0.05), so the third hypothesis is accepted. This proves that subjective norms are proven to have a 

positive influence on intention. A summary of the results of hypothesis testing can be seen in Table 4.9. 
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Table 8: Summary Table of Hypothesis Testing Results 

Hypothesis Results Information 

H1 Attitude has a positive and significant effect on 

Intention 

Koef.Beta = 0.159 

T-Statistics = 2,574 

P-value = 0.010 

Be accepted 

H2 Subjective Norm has a positive and significant 

effect on Attitude 

Koef.Beta = 0.362 

T-Statistics = 6.001 

P-value = 0,000 

Be accepted 

H3 Subjective Norm has a positive and significant 

effect on Intention 

Koef.Beta = 0.488 

T-Statistics = 5,779 

P-value = 0,000 

Be accepted 

  

 CONCLUSION 

TRA shows as a predictive model of consumer intention to buy a halal product. It is fully applicable to explain the intention of 

Muslim consumers to seek halal product. Despite of all strong ethnocentrism in Indonesia, which every Muslim should 

considering halal and haram toward everything they consume, so it become major reasoned for them to choose halal product for 

daily basis consumption. Even they will not buy products without halal label. 

 

Thus further testing would be required to inquire whether the model can be generalized to wider context of products. 

Modifications to the model would also considering by adding multiple attitudes and subjective norm variable to explain buying 

intention. Further research on the negative effect of subjective norm should also be of academic value.  
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